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Meaningful Remote Learning Plan 
 

 
Teacher:   Diane Sheline, M.A. Ed., TVI 
 
Date of Remote Learning: __________________ Time: ________________ 
 
Student: __________________________________ 
 
Parent/Caretaker: ___________________________ 
 
Platform: Zoom, Google Documents,  
 
Link:   
 
Learning Goal: Increase Communication and Sensory Efficiently Skills by 
visually demonstrating recognition of realistic 2D images of familiar, favorite 
targets and toys. 
 
Remote Lesson and Description: During this lesson, we will be viewing, 
“Familiar Targets” .pptx.  By using this PowerPoint, the student will have an 
opportunity to visually attend to salient features of his favorite, familiar targets 
and toys.  In addition, we will be playing with the yellow Slinky and the student 
will also have the opportunity to visually locate the yellow Slinky as represented 
in the adapted book, “The Yellow Slinky” and the PowerPoint, “Yellow Slinky” 
.pptx.  Finally, the student will be able to visually attend to color photographs of 
his favorite, familiar toys and targets represented on transparencies in 
combination with the LightBox or as pictures on the iPad.    
 
Goal Achievement: When presented with 2 images of favorite, familiar targets 
or toys, the student will be able to visually recognize and touch the correct, 
named target/toy when described by salient features.  He will achieve this with 3 
out of 5 images of familiar targets/toys.   
 
Materials Supplied by TVI, COMS, Speech, PT, OT, Classroom Teacher, 
etc.: 
Color photographs of familiar targets/toys copied onto transparencies to place on 
Lightbox.  Color photographs of favorite, familiar toys and targets will also be 
sent by email to parent to download onto the iPad into Keynote or PowerPoint. 
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.pptx presentation on familiar items with highlighted salient features  
 
“Yellow Slinky” .pptx 
 
“Days of the Week; A Visual Journal” 
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“Lights On, Lights Off” Story with Scout 
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“Visual Dictionary”, which will be placed in a shared Google Drive folder for use 
by all Team Members.   
 

 
 
Yellow Slinky and Yellow Slinky book 
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Materials provided by Parent/Caretaker:  iPad, internet connection, All-In-One 
Board, small table/chair, black Invisiboard, Lightbox 
 
Extend and Apply:  
 1.  Using the book, “Lights On, Lights Off”, encourage your student to 
visually locate Scout as he moves into place on the first page (attach Scout using 
the hook and loop backing).  Read the book and encourage visually scanning 
for/looking at Scout, then the light (refocusing visual attention).  Encourage 
turning the light on and off at the appropriate times. 
 2.  Using the, “Days of the Week: A Visual Journal”, practice with the child 
choosing the correct color photograph to represent what he did that day.  For 
example, on Sunday, when discussing what your child did that day, you might 
give him a choice of two, color photographs.  You might ask, “Did you ride your 
bike today or did you play with your soccer ball.  You played with your soccer 
ball!  Can you find the picture of your soccer ball?”  Once the picture is located, 
encourage placement on the correct page of the Journal.  At the end of the week 
as you review what your child did all week, your child can pull off all of the 
pictures and place them in the container to get ready for the next week. 
 3.  To extend the concept described above using the, “Days of the Week: 
A Visual Journal”, take photographs or cut out pictures from a magazine to 
represent other activities that your child does throughout the week.  Use the hook 
side of hook and loop tape and affix it to the back of the image.  When you take a 
photograph or cut out an image, make sure that it is a crisp, clear picture of only 
that one item.  Talk about the picture in terms of it’s salient features.  
 4.  Whenever you discuss a picture or image with your child, discuss it in 
terms of salient features.  Make sure to record and note the salient features that 
you use in the “Visual Dictionary” shared in Google Docs.  
 5.  Tell the story of, “The Yellow Slinky”, using the modified book.  Discuss 
lengths and the shape a Slinky can make.  Use a real Slinky as you read the 
book. 
 6.  Download the realistic, color photographs sent to you onto your iPad.  
Using either Keynote or PowerPoint, make a short “book” using the photographs.  
Work with your student using the photographs and discuss the salient features 
associated with each object or target.   
  
Provide Feedback: 
Call scheduled for ________________ (i.e. next day after lesson, date/time) 
 
Because light can sometimes be a distractor, you may find that use of the light 
switch in the book,” Lights On, Lights Off” causes your child to simply stare at the 
light.  You may find that you need to take out the batteries on the light, then 
simply use it to flip the switch when asked to.   
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Because turning on and off a light is fun, you may find that the child focuses on 
that more than the book.  Provide plenty of non-literacy time for learning all about 
turning switches off and on.  Allow time to explore this light switch before pairing 
it with the activity.  If the focus is still on the light switch, let your child try it once, 
then pull it off of the board and place it behind your child, out of sight. 
 
All children love to pat, wrinkle, pull, rip and otherwise, destroy books.  This is all 
part of learning about literacy!  A new, more indestructible book called, “The 
Yellow Slinky” will be mailed to you.  It has hard, black, foam core pages, each 
“page” is 11” by 14” in size (easy for little hands to flip to the next page) and each 
page is covered with a transparent, matte film so that the 2D images can’t be 
ripped off. 
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Your child appears to benefit from materials brought up, on a slant board, so they 
are presented more at eye height.  Since the personal sized All-in-One Board 
works well for your child, as you noted it would be helpful to have a “ledge” on 
the Board to hold books.  This foamy, hook and loop attachable “ledge” will also 
be mailed to you. 
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Focus on Learning: 
For more information on Salient Features and use of a Salient Feature 
Dictionary, see the post at Paths to Literacy at: 
 
https://www.pathstoliteracy.org/resources/salient-features-dictionary 
 
 
Read about the CVI Application called, My Talking Picture Book.  Download the 
App onto your iPad.  Using the color, realistic photographs of your child’s 
favorite, familiar targets and toys, develop a “Picture Book” using this Application.  
Only provide two picture choices at a time to limit complexity in the array.  When 
using this App with your child, encourage him to touch a specific picture, when 
given a choice of two.  Remind him of the salient features of the requested item.    
 
 
 
For more in depth training on Service Delivery Platforms and Applications used 
for distance teaching, contact: 
High Expectations VI Services, LLC 
Cindy Champagne, MAT, TBS, NCUEB 
cindychampagnetbs@gmail.com 
(225)240-0090 
 
 
 
 
 

 


